Cost-effective online service that provides prompt answers to assist you with your tax, accounting and audit, superannuation, financial reporting, risk and insolvency, UK tax & accounting, corporate law and property questions. Our flexible packages can be tailored to the desired number of questions you can ask our network of professional advisors.

Why CCH Q&A?

Expertise at your fingertips in the largest range of topics
No matter how niche the area of advice required is, our extensive network of 50+ advisors will find you a specialist in that area.

Stay compliant with confidence
Our Advisory Panel members are all highly regarded practitioners with specialist knowledge in their practice area. They have been independently contracted to consider and respond to issues submitted by members and are acting in their full professional capacity with Professional Indemnity covering information published and delivered.

Rapid turnaround times on your queries
An answer to your query will be sent within 24 hours. If further information is required, from either parties, the follow up on this will also be within 24 hours.

Customised advice service
Flexible packages based on firm size and tailored to the number of questions that you can ask our network of professional advisors, including phone calls and Zoom calls.

Member Portal access
Once your firm is signed up, you’re provided with your own Members Portal login so you can securely use the service whilst keeping track of all your staff’s Q&As as well.

Online access to FAQ Library
Browse and search across 10,000+ live case studies (approved and redacted) as part of your subscription.
How does it work?

1. Once your firm signs up to CCH Q&A, users will have access to an online portal to login and submit their questions. Users can upload supporting documentation.

2. Users have the option of selecting their adviser, or allow their question to be allocated to an appropriate expert in the relevant field.

3. Within 24 hours, a professionally prepared response is received through the online portal, and the user can choose to book a follow up web-meeting via Zoom following their initial response.

“I find the service very reassuring as a sole trader; and the manner of the responses are extremely polite, and not condescending at all. Other services I have used that are similar, end up making me feel like a second rate accountant!”

Tyler Wise, DIRECTOR AT WISE ACCOUNTING

Topic areas

Accounting Standards and Audit
Accredited practitioners in Financial Reporting, Accounting Standards and Audit, with specialist knowledge of Audit and Reporting practice and rules.

Tax
Legal and Accounting Tax Advisers in Federal and State Income Tax, GST, Indirect Taxes and Duties including Stamp Duty.

UK Tax & Accounting
Accredited practitioners with specialist knowledge of UK Tax and Reporting practice and rules.

Superannuation
Accredited practitioners in Superannuation Tax Accounting, Investment Strategy and Auditing, with specialist knowledge of SISA.

Corporate Governance
Advisers are notable members of the AICD and acknowledged experts in Corporate Governance and Board Practice. They have specialist knowledge and experience in directing and managing some of Australia leading corporate entities.

Workplace Law
Accredited practitioners in the Workplace Law, Employee Awards and Fair Work best practice, with specialist knowledge of Federal and State Workplace Law.

Risk & Continuity
Accredited practitioners with specialist knowledge of Risk and Continuity practice and rules.

 Corporations Law
Accredited specialist practitioners in the Federal Corporations Acts, Not for Profit Entities and State Based Associations.

Commercial & Property
Accredited practitioners with specialist knowledge of Commercial and Property practice and rules.

For more information contact us today ➔
1300 300 224 | au-support@wolterskluwer.com | wolterskluwer.com/en-au/solutions/cch-qa-service